For Immediate Release

Dispensing Dynamics International Joins the Hunter Industries Family of
Companies
SAN MARCOS, California — June 16, 2017
Today, Hunter Industries is pleased to announce the acquisition of Dispensing Dynamics International (DDI),
launching an exciting new chapter in the future of both companies.
Headquartered in City of Industry, California, DDI specializes in the development of unique dispensing solutions for
towel, tissue, wiper, napkin, and air care products. DDI’s strengths in design, prototyping, engineering, and
manufacturing leads to customer solutions unsurpassed in performance, quality, and ease of use.
Hunter is an established global leader in the development of residential, commercial, and golf course irrigation
solutions, as well as the landscape lighting and custom manufacturing sectors. The acquisition will allow Hunter to
expand into a new market that will diversify its business operations and grow its customer base while working with
familiar materials and processes. Like Hunter, DDI differentiates itself by creating innovative products and
solutions that minimize the use of natural resources.
“The acquisition of DDI allows Hunter Industries to leverage its global manufacturing and logistics expertise in a
new and exciting market,” said Greg Hunter, President of Hunter Industries. “We look forward to building on DDI’s
legacy of innovation in the dispensing category as we embrace this opportunity to diversify Hunter Industries.”
Much of Hunter’s success has come from living its core values of customer satisfaction, innovation, family, and
social responsibility. DDI shares the same values and is a welcome addition to the Hunter family of companies,
joining landscape lighting company FX Luminaire; commercial architectural lighting company Holm; molding and
manufacturing company Hunter Custom Manufacturing; and agricultural irrigation company Senninger.
About Hunter Industries
Hunter Industries is a global manufacturer of products for the irrigation, landscape lighting, and custom
manufacturing sectors. Founded in 1981, the family-owned company offers more than 1,000 products including a
complete spectrum of water-efficient solutions for residential and high-end irrigation systems. Hunter’s core
mission always has and always will remain the same: to produce innovative products of the highest quality and
back them with unwavering customer support.
About Dispensing Dynamics International
Founded in 1932, DDI reflects a unique combination of integrated capabilities and resources that enable us to
create, produce, and support the most advanced dispensing solutions in the world. We know that dispensers are
the cornerstone of our customers’ businesses. Our best-in-class solutions help our customers define their product
offerings and set their systems apart from the competition.
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